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In the kyperkähler geometry minicourse, we saw a di erent definition of holomorphic vector bundles in terms of the @ E operator @ E X C I @X; EA 3 C I @X; T 0;1 X EA. This is equivalent, and one way to understand this is to use a local trivialization: given a holomorphic identification Ej U $ a U ¢ C k (for an open U & X) and a section X U 3 C k , define @ E @ A Xa @ a @ @z dz : Then, check that this glues on overlaps, producing a well-defined operator on smooth sections of E.
Another way to understand holomorphic vector bundles is through transition functions.
Proposition 3.4. There is a bijective correspondenc between the set of isomorphism classes of rank-k holomorphic vector bundles on X and the set of open covers U on X and holomorphic functions ' ab X U a U b 3 qv k @CA for all U a ; U b P U such that ' ab ' bc a ' ac and ' aa a id, modulo equivalence on a common re nement of the open cover.
Proof sketch. Given a vector bundle E, let U be an open cover for which E has holomorphic local trivializations.
For U a ; U b P U that intersect, ' ab X U a U b 3 qv n @CA is the transition function @U a U b A ¢ C k 'ab Ej UaUb
Here f is the transition function for U a and g is the transition function for U b .
Conversely, given the data U and f' ab g, one can define
E Xa
UaPU U a ¢ C k =@x; vA 9 @x; ' ab vA;
where x P U a U b and v P C k , over all pairs U a ; U b P U. Then one must check that equivalent data defines isomophic line bundles.
For k a I, this proposition identifies the set of isomorphism classes of line bundles with the first Čech cohomology H 1 @XY O £ X A, i.e. valued in the sheaf O £ X of holomorphic functions into C ¢ . This is because qv 1 @CA a C ¢ .
Pretty much every natural operation you can do to vector spaces extends to holomorphic vector bundles E; F 3 X, including the dual E £ 3 X, the direct sum E¨F 3 X, the tensor product E F 3 X, the wedge product £ r E 3 X, the pullback f £ E 3 Y given a holomorphic map f X Y 3 X, and so on.
One way to prove this is to write down their transition functions: suppose U is an open cover of X which holomorphically trivializes both E and F (by taking common refinements, such a cover always exists), and suppose ' ab are the transition functions for U for E, and ab are those for F . This is the Jacobi matrix @w @z
, which is holomorphic. T £1;0 X is similar.
However, £ p;q T £ X is not a holomorphic vector bundle in general! For example, the transition functions on T £0;1 X are antiholomorphic rather than holomorphic.
Example 3.6. The tautological bundle on CP n is O P n @ IA Xa f@`; vA P CP n ¢ C n+1 j v P`g;
i.e., a point`P CP n is a line in C n+1 , hence we can say the fiber over`is`regarded as a line. This is a holomorphic line bundle. The total space looks like C n+1 with a CP n "glued in" at the origin; this is the local model of a blowup.
We can describe the local trivializations explicitly. Let U 0 a fz 0 T a Hg & CP n . Then, the map U 0 ¢ C 3 O P n @ IAj U0 sends @z 0 X : : : X z n ; A U 3 z 0 X : : : X z n ; ¡ and you can check that the transition functions for U 0 U 1 3 C ¢ (where U 1 is the locus where z 1 T a H) is the map z 0 X : : : X z n U 3 z 1 =z 0 , which is biholomorphic (and hence this actually is a holomorphic line bundle). (
De nition 3.7. Using the tautological bundle, we can define a bunch of other line bundles on CP n :
Hence k U 3 O P n @kA defines a group homomorphism¨X Z 3 i@CP n A. Theorem 3.8. In fact,¨X Z 3 i@CP n A is an isomorphism.
We won't prove this. It's nontrivial: for complex line bundles, you can use H 2 @CP n A $ a Z, but then you have to prove that each has a unique holomorphic structure.
Proposition 3.9. For k > H, the space of holomorphic sections of O P n @kA is isomorphic to the space of degree-k khomogeneous polynomials in n C I variables.
Proof sketch. Suppose we're given such a homogeneous polynomial P @z 1 ; : : : ; z n A. On the trivialization U 0 ¢ C, define a section by z 0 X : : : X z n U 3 P @I; z 1 =z 0 ; : : : ; z n =z 0 A P C; which is holomorphic. It hence su ces to check that these local sections transform correctly according to the transition functions. On, for example, U 0 U 1 , we have that One can then show that these sections span @CP n ; O P n @kAA.
Proposition 3.10. The canonical bundle on CP n is isomorphic to O P n @ n IA.
The proof idea is again to use the local trivialization U i to define the local section I X z 1 X ¡ ¡ ¡ X z n U 3 dz 1 ¡ ¡ ¡ dz n and compute transition functions.
P : 7/13/17
Last time, we talked about holomorphic vector bundles, and in particular holomorphic line bundles. These are complex vector bundles together with the structure of a complex manifold, rather than just an almost complex manifold, on the total space.
De nition 4.1. A Hermitian metric on a holomorphic line bundle X L 3 X is a smooth function hX L 3 R !0 that is homogeneous, in that h@vA a jj 2 h@vA for all v P L and P C.
Remark. The definition of a Hermitian metric on a general holomorphic vector bundle is usually presented di erently, in terms of a smoothly varying metric on each fiber. This definition agrees for line bundles.
(
You can think of h as the norm squared of an element of the fiber.
Homogeneity implies that i@@ log h is the pullback by of a smooth one-form ! h P 
The idea is that ! h defines an orientation, and we want this orientation to agree with the orientation canonically induced by the complex structure.
Lemma 4.3. ! h is actually a real form, i.e. ! h P 1;1
Proof. This is equivalent to ! h being fixed by complex conjugation. And indeed, £ ! h a i@@ log h a i@@ log h a i@@ log h:
This makes the positivity criterion more reasonable: ! h @; I x A P R.
Intuitively, positivity will mean your line bundle has lots of sections.
Example 4.4. Let's look at the tautological bundle O P n @ IA 3 CP n . Recall that the points of O P n @ IA are pairs @`; vA, where`is a line through the origin in C n+1 and v P`; thus, we can define a Hermitian metric on O P n @ IA by h@`; vA Xa jvj 2 a v ¡ v: Over U 0 & CP n , where O P n @ IAj U0 trivializes to U 0 ¢ C, this is h@z 0 X : : : X z n ; wA a jwj This is a description in terms of homogeneous coordinates, and therefore makes sense on all of CP n , not just U 0 . When n a I (i.e. on the Riemann sphere), then on U 0 , ! h a i@@ log Now we can discuss a major result, the Kodaira embedding theorem.
De nition 4.7. A complex manifold X is projective if it admits a holomorphic embedding into some CP n . Theorem 4.8 (Kodaira embedding theorem). Let X be a closed complex manifold. Then, X is projective i it admits a positive line bundle.
We'll prove the hard direction tomorrow. But the forward direction is easy: given a holomorphic embedding f X X , 3 CP n , then by Exercise 4.5, O P n @IA is positive, and by Proposition 4.6, f £ O P n @IA 3 X is also positive.
So far we've only used that X can be immersed in CP n . In fact, the proof of the other direction will show that any X that immerses in CP n embeds in CP N for some N (which might not be n), which is independently interesting.
For the rest of today's lecture, we'll lay the groundwork for the other direction in the proof. The reason we had to remove the base locus is that it maps to H, hence doesn't make sense after projectivization.
De nition 4.12.
A linear system W is very ample if its base locus is empty and ' W X W 3 P@W £ A is an embedding.
L is ample if L k is very ample for some k. (We think of this k as large, though it isn't always.)
Hence, Theorem 4.8 says that L is positive i it's ample. Very ampleness says there are lots of holomorphic sections, so much that the base locus vanishes. Ampleness says there are plenty of sections, but not quite as many. The Kodaira embedding theorem says that this is the same as positivity, so positivity means lots of sections.
Example 4.13. Let k > H and consider O P n @kA 3 CP n . In Proposition 3.9, we saw that @O P n @kA; CP n A can be identified with the space V of k-homogeneous polynomials in n C I variables, which has complex dimension n+k n ¡ . Thus we get a Kodaira map CP n 3 CP @ n+k n A 1 , which explicitly sends z 0 X : : : X z n U 3 z k X xy X xz X yz:
You can check this is very ample, hence defines an embedding of CP n ¢ CP m , 3 CP nm 1 sending z 0 X : : : X z n ; w 0 X : : : X w m to the matrix a ij a z i w j . This is called the Segre embedding, and provides a proof that a product of projective varieties is projective.
Today, we're going to prove the Kodaira embedding theorem, Theorem 4.8. Recall that we have a holomorphic line bundle X L 3 X over a complex complex manifold and a Hermitian metric h, from which we defined the curvature form £ ! h a i@@ log h on L n X 0 . We said that @L ; hA is positive if ! h @; I x A > H for all x P X and P T x X.
The Kodaira embedding theorem says that X has a positive holomorphic line bundle i it's projective, and equivalently that @L ; hA is positive i L is ample.
Let's fix X L 3 X and a positive Hermitian metric h on L as above. We'll also need a volume form dV on X in order to integrate some things.
The idea of the proof is, if U & X is an open set on which L j U $ a U ¢ C, then for an x P U and v P C, write h@x; vA a e '(x) jvj
As k 3 I, this approximates a -function, and k k k L 2 I (where the norm is defined with respect to dV ). Moreover, k isn't holomorphic, so @ k T a H, but its failure to be holomorphic is restricted to smaller and smaller annuli, so for k ) I, k@ k k L 2 e k=100 :
Our strategy will be to choose a e such that You should think of this as saying "@-closed implies @-exact," but with an L 2 -estimate.
To prove Lemma 5.3, we'll need a Poincaré-style inequality. Hence, e is a holomorphic section of L k . Moreover, with a little more work you can get ke k L 2 small enough that e doesn't vanish at x 0 . Since x 0 was arbitrary, this means fs@ @X; L k AA a ∅! Next we need injectivity. Let be a C I section peaked at x 0 and vanishing at y 0 . Then, e A@x 0 A T a @ e A@y 0 A. Thus we get two di erent values, so the Kodaira map is injective. Similarly, to show it's an immersion, choose a suitably peaked at x 0 and specify its derivative. This will guarantee that the di erential doesn't vanish as well, making the Kodaira map an embedding.
